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On the Error Detection Capability of
One Check Digit

Yanling Chen, Markku Niemenmaa, A. J. Han Vinck, and Danilo Gligoroski

Abstract— In this paper, we study a check digit system which
is based on the use of elementary abelian p-groups of order pk.
This paper is inspired by a recently introduced check digit system
for hexadecimal numbers. By interpreting its check equation in
terminology of matrix algebra, we generalize the idea to build
systems over a group of order pk, while keeping the ability
to detect all the: 1) single errors; 2) adjacent transpositions;
3) twin errors; 4) jump transpositions; and 5) jump twin errors.
Besides, we consider two categories of jump errors: 1) t-jump
transpositions and 2) t-jump twin errors, which include and
further extend the double error types of 2)–5). In particular,
we explore Rc, the maximum detection radius of the system
on detecting these two kinds of generalized jump errors, and
show that it is 2k − 2 for p = 2 and ( pk − 1)/2 − 1 for an odd
prime p. Also, we show how to build such a system that detects
all the single errors and these two kinds of double jump-errors
within Rc.

Index Terms— Check digit system, elementary abelian group,
error detection, matrix algebra.

I. INTRODUCTION

ACCORDING to the empirical investigations by
D. F. Beckley [2] and J. Verhoeff [3], when transmitting

a sequence of digits, the most common transmission errors
made by human operators are the following:

1) single error: · · · a · · · → · · · b · · · ;
2) adjacent transposition: · · · ab · · · → · · · ba · · · ;
3) twin error: · · · aa · · · → · · · bb · · · ;
4) jump transposition: · · · abc · · · → · · · cba · · · ;
5) jump twin error: · · · aca · · · → · · · bcb · · · .

Among them, single errors and adjacent transpositions, are the
most prevalent ones. The recognition of these errors is usually
done by appending a check digit an+1 to a given sequence
a1 · · · an of information digits.
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Some well-known examples of the check digit systems used
in practice are the European Article Number (EAN) Code,
the Universal Product Code (UPC), the International Standard
Book Number (ISBN) Code and the system of the serial
numbers of the former (i.e. pre-euro) German banknotes.

A. Previous Studies

Since single errors and adjacent transpositions are the most
prevalent ones, research attention was first brought to design
systems over groups with anti-symmetric mappings which
ensure these two kinds of errors to be detected. One can refer
to a long list of research articles such as [4]–[9] and a survey
of anti-symmetric mappings in different groups in [10].

In addition, the possibility of constructing error detecting
codes based on quasigroups was discussed in [6]. Necessary
and sufficient conditions were established in order to detect
adjacent transpositions and jump transpositions (but only in the
information digits). In [11], the control digit involving in both
errors was taken into account. Research on check digit system
using quasigroups was continued in [12], and a comprehensive
investigation was conducted in [12], [13], where necessary and
sufficient conditions were established in order to detect each
of the five error types. So far, the approaches taken, are in
general analytical.

Recently, M. Niemenmaa in [1] proposed a check digit
system for hexadecimal numbers, based on a suitable automor-
phism of the elementary abelian group of order 16. Its design
is concise and elegant, with the capability of detecting all the
five types of errors as listed above. (Note that it is not the first
attempt to design a system over groups detecting all the five
error types. For instance, one can refer to [14] for an earlier
study which shows that the Sylow 2-subgroups of nearly all
Chevalley groups in even characteristic allow the definition of
a check digit system with such an error detection capability.)
Two use cases of hexadecimal numbers in real life applications
are worth mentioning. They are the International Standard
Audiovisual Number (ISAN) which enables the identification
of any kind of audiovisual works and the International Mobile
Equipment Identifier (MEID) which is unique for each mobile
station.

B. Our Approach

In this paper, we first briefly review the check digit system
proposed in [1]. By interpreting its check equation in the
terminology of matrix algebra [19], we generalize its idea for
hexadecimal numbers to a group of order pk , for any k ≥ 1 and
prime p. To serve the purpose of detecting all the five types
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of errors, we explore the properties of the desirable matrices
which are suitable for the system design, the number of them
and the asymptotic probability of finding them as well.

Moreover, we look into the following two categories of jump
errors, which include and further extend the error types 2)-5).

6) t-jump transposition:

· · · ab1 · · · btc · · · → · · · cb1 · · · bt a · · ·
7) t-jump twin error:

· · · ab1 · · · bta · · · → · · · cb1 · · · bt c · · ·
Let t ≥ 0, and as t = 0 we have b1 · · · bt ∈ ∅. It is easy to
see that, the error types 2) and 4): adjacent transposition and
jump transposition, can be regarded as t-jump transpositions
for t = 0 and t = 1, respectively; 3) and 5): twin error and
jump twin error, can be regarded as t-jump twin errors for
t = 0 and t = 1, respectively.

These two kinds of errors were first considered in [15] and
treated as transposition and twin errors on places (i, i + t +1),
where 1 ≤ i ≤ n and i + t + 1 ≤ n. They are of our interest,
not only because they simplify the list of the error types, but
also because they may occur more frequently than expected,
especially when people input data while using a new keyboard
with an unexpected layout, or when they forget to switch the
input language to the right one they intend to use.

For a given check digit system, we denote t∗ to be the largest
jump length such that for any t ≤ t∗, all the t-jump transpo-
sitions and t-jump twin errors will be detected. Intuitively we
have the detection radius: R = t∗ +1, reflecting the capability
of the system to detect these two kinds of generalized jump
errors. Note that a system capable of detecting error types
1)-5) has an detection radius R ≥ 2 by definition. Furthermore,
we denote tc to be the maximum t∗ that could be achieved,
and accordingly Rc = tc +1 to be the longest detection radius.
Then a check digit system capable of detecting all the single
errors and double errors of types 6) and 7) within Rc, is of
great interest due to its desirable performance on the error
detection capability.

Consider our proposed systems over a group of order pk .
One of the main contributions of this paper is to show that

Rc =
{

2k − 2 p = 2;
pk−1

2 − 1 p odd prime.
(1)

Furthermore, we provide easy construction of the systems
which detect all the single errors and achieves the maximum
detection radius Rc. Our approach is simple, constructive
and universal for any prime p and k ≥ 1. Moreover, our
design is not bound by the size of the information digits n.
In particular, it outperforms several well known and widely
used check digit system as we will demonstrate in Section V.
The trick is to simply employ a matrix (the only parameter
to be determined in the check equation) of a special kind.
Any of those with primitive polynomials (of degree k in the
prime field Fp) as their characteristic polynomials will serve
as a good candidate for the purpose of achieving the longest
possible error detection radius.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: First in
Section II, we briefly review the recently introduced check
digit system for hexadecimal numbers. Its generalization to a
group of order pk is presented in Section III. In Section IV, we
discuss on the maximum error detection radius of the proposed
systems. In Section V, we give some concrete examples.
Some necessary proofs are present in Section VI, VII and
Section VIII. Finally we conclude in Section IX.

II. CHECK DIGIT SYSTEM FOR HEXADECIMAL NUMBERS

In this section, we briefly review the check digit system for
hexadecimal numbers proposed in [1].

A. Group

In [1], the hexadecimal numbers 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
A, B, C, D, E and F are represented as elements of the abelian
group G = Z2 ⊕ Z2 ⊕ Z2 ⊕ Z2 by denoting 0 = (0, 0, 0, 0),
1 = (0, 0, 0, 1), . . . , 9 = (1, 0, 0, 1), A = (1, 0, 1, 0), B =
(1, 0, 1, 1), C = (1, 1, 0, 0), D = (1, 1, 0, 1), E = (1, 1, 1, 0),
and F = (1, 1, 1, 1). It is easy to see that in G, 0 is the
identity element and the inverse of each element is the element
itself.

B. Check Equation

Suppose that the information digits a1, . . . , an and the check
digit an+1 are interpreted as elements of the group (G,+).
Then an+1 can be determined by the check equation

P(a1) + P2(a2) + · · · + Pn(an) + Pn+1(an+1) = 0, (2)

where P is a permutation of the set G.

C. Check Digit System

In [1], P is defined to be a mapping: G → G by

P((a, b, c, d)) = (a + b, c, d, a). (3)

By using this specific P, the system can detect all the five types
of errors listed in the introduction. As noted, as a permutation,
P is 15-cycle and fixes only the element 0. So is P2 as
well.

D. Remark

We slightly abuse the notion P by letting

P =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

1 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ . (4)

Then equation (3) has the following matrix interpretation:

P((a, b, c, d)) = (a, b, c, d) · P. (5)

As a direct result, the check equation (2) can be rewritten as

a1 · P + a2 · P2 + · · · + an · Pn + an+1 · Pn+1 = 0. (6)
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III. CHECK DIGIT SYSTEM OVER A GROUP OF ORDER pk

In this section, we provide a general design of check digit
systems which are based on the use of elementary abelian
p-groups of order pk . The proposed systems keep the ability
to detect all the five error types 1)-5).

Consider a check digit system over a set of pk numbers:
0, 1, 2, . . . , pk − 1, where p is a prime and k > 0. Similarly
to the approach described in Section II-A, we represent these
pk numbers as elements of the abelian group

G = Zp ⊕ Zp ⊕ · · · ⊕ Zp︸ ︷︷ ︸
k

= (Zp)
k,

where Zp = Fp. Therefore, each number corresponds to a
k-tuple in G. For simplicity, we can take the k-tuple as the
base p representation of the number.

Denote the information digits to be a1, . . . , an and the check
digit to be an+1, all as elements of the group G. We apply
the check equation (6):

a1 · P + a2 · P2 + · · · + an · Pn + an+1 · Pn+1 = 0,

where P is a k × k matrix over Fp. It is easy to see that

• if P is nonsingular, then all single errors will be detected
since

1)′ a · P 
= b · P for all a 
= b ∈ G.

• in order to detect all the adjacent transpositions, P has to
be such that

2)′ a + b · P 
= b + a · P for all a 
= b ∈ G.

That is, P − I must be nonsingular as well. Here I is the
k × k identity matrix.

• in order to detect all the twin errors, P has to be such
that

3)′ a + a · P 
= b + b · P for all a 
= b ∈ G.

That is, P + I must be nonsingular.
• for the jump transpositions, the following must hold

4)′ a + b · P + c · P2 
= c + b · P + a · P2

for all a 
= c ∈ G.

It requires P2 − I to be nonsingular.
• for the jump twin errors, we have the condition

5)′ a + c · P + a · P2 
= b + c · P + b · P2

for all a 
= b ∈ G.

It requires P2 + I to be nonsingular.

As a conclusion, we have the following theorem:
Theorem 3.1: A check digit system for pk numbers, with

the ability to detect all the errors of types 1)-5), can be
designed by using the check equation (6) and choosing a
matrix P over Fp such that P, P − I, P + I and P2 + I are
all nonsingular.

A. p = 2

In the case of p = 2, over F2, P + I is the same as P − I.
Furthermore, we note that as a binary matrix, P2+I = (P+I)2.
Straightforwardly, we can simplify Theorem 3.1 to be the
following theorem.

Theorem 3.2: A check digit system for 2k numbers, with
the ability to detect all the errors of types 1)-5), can be
designed by using the check equation (6) and choosing a
binary k×k matrix P such that both P and P+I are nonsingular.

According to Theorem 3.2, binary matrices with no eigen-
values of 0 or 1 are of our interest. As proved in [16], the
number of such k × k matrices P is 2k(k−1)/2 Nk , where

N0 = 1, Nk = (2k − 1)Nk−1 + (−1)k . (7)

The sequence begins 0, 2, 48, 5824, 2887680, . . . , for k = 1,
2, 3, 4, . . . , respectively. As an example, for k = 4, P as
defined in (4) is one of those 5824 suitable ones.

As k increases, the asymptotic probability of such a matrix
is approaching 0.0833986 as shown in [16].

B. p as an Odd Prime

According to Theorem 3.1, in order to design a check
digit system with the ability to detect all the errors of types
1)-5) by the check equation (6), we need to use a matrix
P over Fp such that P, P − I, P + I and P2 + I are all
nonsingular.

a) a prime p: p ≡ 1 mod 4: It is known that for a
prime p, if p ≡ 1 mod 4, then −1 is a quadratic residue
modulo p. In this case, there is an α ∈ Fp such that α2 ≡ −1
mod p. Straightforwardly, P2 + I can be further factored into
(P + αI) · (P − αI). We note that if P2 + I is nonsingular,
it implies that both P + αI and P − αI are nonsingular as
well.

According to Theorem 3.1, the matrices over Fp with no
eigenvalues of 0, 1,−1, α,−α are of our interest. Let γk be
the number of invertible k × k matrices over Fp, and let ρk

be the number of k × k matrices over Fp with no eigenvalues
of 0, 1,−1, α,−α. We have the following lemma.

Lemma 3.3:

1 +
∞∑

k=1

ρk

γk
uk = 1

1 − u

∞∏
r=1

(1 − u

pr
)4, |u| < 1. (8)

Proof: The proof is given in Section VI.
As k increases, the asymptotic probability of such a matrix

is
∏

r≥1(1 − 1/pr )5 by the following theorem.
Theorem 3.4:

lim
k→∞

ρk

pk2 =
∏
r≥1

(1 − 1

pr
)5. (9)

Proof: The proof is given in Section VII.
b) a prime p: p ≡ 3 mod 4: If a prime p have p ≡ 3

mod 4, then −1 is not a quadratic residue modulo p. In this
case, z2 + 1 is an irreducible polynomial over Fp. As a direct
result, P2 + I can not be further factored.

Consider the k × k matrices P over Fp which are suitable
for the digit check system defined in Theorem 3.1, i.e., those
P such that P, P − I, P + I, P2 + I are all nonsingular. We have
the following Lemma:
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Lemma 3.5: The k×k matrices P over Fp which are suitable
for the digit check system defined in Theorem 3.1, are those
without factors of z, z−1, z+1 or z2 +1 in their characteristic
polynomial.

Proof: Let f (z) be the characteristic polynomial of P,
i.e., f (z) = det(zI − P); m(z) be the minimal polynomial of
matrix P. By definition, m(z) is a monic polynomial over Fp

of least degree such that m(P) = 0. Let r(z) be any of the
irreducible polynomials z, z − 1, z + 1 or z2 + 1. Assume that
r(z) | f (z).

According to [20, Theorem 9.16], the characteristic polyno-
mial and the minimal polynomial of a matrix have the same
irreducible factors. Since r(z) is irreducible and r(z) | f (z),
we have r(z) | m(z) as well. Thus m(z) can be factored into
m(z) = r(z)q(z), where deg(q(z)) < deg(m(z)). Replacing
z by P, we have m(P) = r(P)q(P) = 0. Recall that
r(P) ∈ {P, P − I, P + I, P2 + I}. By Theorem 3.1, r(P)
is nonsingular over Fp for p ≡ 3 mod 4. Thus, we have
q(P) = 0 which is a contradiction to the fact that m(z) is the
minimal polynomial of P, since deg(q(z)) < deg(m(z)). As a
result, the assumption that r(z) | f (z), is not true.

Let υk be the number of k × k matrices P over Fp without
factors of z, z − 1, z + 1 or z2 + 1 in their characteristic
polynomial f (z). We have

Lemma 3.6:

1 +
∞∑

k=1

υk

γk
uk = 1

1 − u

∞∏
r=1

(1 − u

pr
)2(1 − u2

p2r
), |u| < 1.

(10)
Proof: The proof is given in Section VI.

As k increases, the asymptotic probability of such a matrix
is

∞∏
r=1

(1 − 1/pr )3(1 − 1/p2r )

by the following theorem.
Theorem 3.7:

lim
k→∞

υk

pk2 =
∞∏

r=1

(1 − 1

pr
)3(1 − 1

p2r
). (11)

Proof: Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.4.

IV. CHECK DIGIT SYSTEM WITH DETECTION RADIUS Rc

The check digit systems proposed in last section are able to
detect all the errors of types 1)-5) as listed in the introduction.
In this section, we explore their detecting capability beyond
that. In more detail, we aim to detect errors of type 1), 6)
and 7). Note that error types 6) and 7) not only include but
also generalize the error types 2)-5) in the term of jump length.

We recall the longest jump length tc, such that for any
t ≤ tc, all the t-jump transpositions and t-jump twin errors
will be detected. Note that tc, or accordingly Rc (the maximum
detection radius defined by Rc = tc +1), reflects the capability
range of a check digit system with check equation (6) on
detecting double errors of types 6) and 7). A system capable
of detecting all the single errors, and double errors of types 6)
and 7) within Rc, is desirable since it further improves the

error detection capability of the system proposed in last
section.

Consider the check digit system for pk numbers over the
group G = (Zp)

k . We apply the check equation (6).
• To detect all the t-jump transpositions, P has to satisfy

the condition

6)′ a + c · Pt+1 
= c + a · Pt+1 for all a 
= c ∈ G.

It requires that Pt+1 − I must be nonsingular.
• For the t-jump twin errors, we have the condition

7)′ a + a · Pt+1 
= c + c · Pt+1 for all a 
= c ∈ G.

It requires that Pt+1+I must be nonsingular. We note that
when P is over F2, Pt+1 − I and Pt+1 + I are the same.

To achieve the longest detection radius Rc, it is required
that P − I, P2 − I, . . . PRc − I and P + I, P2 + I, . . . , PRc + I
are all nonsingular matrices over Fp. In general, we have the
following upper bound for Rc.

Lemma 4.1:

Rc ≤ pk − 2.

Proof: Consider f (z), the characteristic polynomial of a
nonsingular matrix P with deg f (z) = k. By [19, Lemma 3.1],
there exists a positive integer e ≤ pk−1 such that f (z) | ze−1.
Replacing z by P in f (z) we have f (P) = 0. In addition that
f (z) | ze − 1, we obtain Pe − I = 0, for e ≤ pk − 1. In order
to fullfil 6)’, the detection radius R = t∗ +1 must be less than
e and so is Rc. Therefore, we have Rc ≤ pk − 2.

Let f (z) be the characteristic polynomial of a nonsingular
matrix P. We have the following lemma.

Lemma 4.2: If f (z) is irreducible, then for any non-zero
polynomial g(z), g(P) is nonsingular if f (z) � g(z).

Proof: If f (z), as the characteristic polynomial of P,
is irreducible, then it is also the minimal polynomial of P
such that f (P) = 0, where 0 is the k × k all-zero matrix.
If f (z) � g(z), by Euclid’s algorithm, there are p(z) and q(x)
such that

1 = p(z) f (z) + q(z)g(z).

Replacing z by P and 1 by I, we obtain the following:

I = p(P) f (P) + q(P)g(P) = q(P)g(P),

which implies g(P) is nonsingular.

A. p = 2

If f (z), as the characteristic polynomial of P, is a primitive
polynomial over F2, then by definition, the smallest integer e
such that f (z) divides ze −1 is e = 2k −1. In other words, we
have f (z) � zt −1 for any t < 2k −1. Then by Lemma 4.2, we
have that Pt − I is nonsingular for all t < 2k − 1. Therefore,
a digit check system built on such P is capable of detecting
t-jump errors of types 6) and 7) within jump length < 2k − 2.
This gives us Rc ≥ 2k − 2. In addition that Rc ≤ pk − 2 by
Lemma 4.1, we conclude with the following theorem.

Theorem 4.3: For p = 2, Rc = 2k − 2.
Theorem 4.4: Let P be a matrix whose characteristic poly-

nomial is a primitive polynomial over F2. Then a check digit
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system built on P is able to detect all the single errors and
double errors of type 6) and 7) within detection radius Rc.

It is easy to check that the binary matrix P as defined
in (4), and used for the check digit system for hexadecimal
numbers proposed in [1], actually has the primitive polynomial
z4 + z3 +1 as its character polynomial. According to Theorem
4.4, the system could detect not only the error types 1)-
5), but all the t-jump transpositions and t-jump twin errors
for t ≤ 13.

B. p as an Odd Prime

If f (z), as the characteristic polynomial of P, is a primitive
polynomial over Fp, then by definition, the smallest integer e
such that f (z) � ze − 1 is e = pk − 1. Let m = e/2. We can
factor ze − 1 into (zm − 1)(zm + 1). Since f (z) � zm − 1, we
have f (z) | zm +1. So far, the detection radius R of the check
digit system built on such P, satisfies that R ≤ m − 1.

For any m′ < m, clearly f (z) � zm′ − 1, since m′ < e. Now
we suppose that there is an m′ < m such that f (z) | zm′ + 1.
Then we have f (z) | z2m′ − 1 with 2m′ < 2m = e, which
is contrary to the fact that e is the smallest integer such that
f (z) | ze − 1 holds. As a conclusion of the above discussion,
we have that f (z) � zm′ − 1 and f (z) � zm′ + 1 hold for any
m′ < m. By Lemma 4.2, it follows that for all 1 ≤ t < m,
Pt − I and Pt + I are nonsingular.

Therefore, a digit check system built on such P is capable
of detecting all t-jump transpositions and t-jump twin errors
within jump length < m − 1. This gives us R = m − 1 for
systems based on P of this special kind, and establishes the
achievability of Theorem 4.5.

Theorem 4.5: For an odd prime p, Rc = (pk − 1)/2 − 1.
Proof: We have shown in above discussion that by

employing P of a special kind, one can build a check digit
system with R = (pk − 1)/2 − 1. By definition of Rc, we
easily obtain Rc ≥ (pk − 1)/2 − 1.

To establish the equality, we need to prove the converse
part, i.e., Rc ≤ (pk − 1)/2 − 1. To do this, we show that for
any possible choice of P, the check digit system built on P has
a detection radius R where R ≤ (pk − 1)/2 − 1 always holds.
Thus we derive Rc ≤ (pk −1)/2−1. We refer to Section VIII
for a detailed proof of this part.

Theorem 4.6: Let P be a k × k matrix whose characteristic
polynomial is a primitive polynomial (or its scalar multipli-
cation) over Fp. Then a check digit system over pk numbers
built on P is able to detect all the single errors and double
errors of type 6) and 7) within detection radius Rc.

An example, which is able to detect all the single errors
and double errors of type 6) and 7) with detection radius
Rc = (p − 1)/2 − 1, is given in [15, Example 23] for a
check digit system over Zp for p ≥ 7. One can see that our
results contribute the case in at least twofold. First, our result
is more universal since it is not bound by the size of the
information bits n. Secondly, our proposal works for a check
digit system over pk numbers, where p is an odd prime (not
necessarily ≥ 7), and k ≥ 1 in a constructive manner.

Note that in case of k = 1, by Theorem 4.5, we easily
obtain Rc = 0 for p = 3, and Rc = 1 for p = 5, respectively.

This implies that a check digit system with check equation (6)
is unable to detect all the errors of types 1)-5). This result is
consistent with the note as stated in [15, Remark 5].

C. Choices of P

We recall that the companion matrix of a monic polynomial
g(z) = c0 + c1z + · · · + ck−1zk−1 + zk of a positive degree k
over Fp is defined to be the following k × k matrix⎛

⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

0 0 0 . . . 0 −c0
1 0 0 . . . 0 −c1
0 1 0 . . . 0 −c2
...

...
...

...
...

...
0 0 0 . . . 1 −ck−1

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ .

The characteristic polynomial of such a matrix is exactly g(z)
[19, p. 93].

It is known that there are φ(pk −1)/k primitive polynomials
of degree k over Fp, where φ(·) is Euler’s Totient function
(one can refer to [19, Theorem 3.5 & Theorem 3.16] for
this result). So given any of the primitive polynomials, an
easy construction of matrix P suitable for Theorem 4.4 and
Theorem 4.6, is to take the companion matrices of them.

Regarding the number of matrices which have primitive
polynomials as their characteristic polynomials, one can refer
to [21]. For instance, over F2 it is in total [21]

k−1∏
i=1

(2k − 2i )
φ(2k − 1)

k
.

V. EXAMPLES

In this section, we compare our system with some well
known and wildly used system such as ISBN, MEID and
ISAN.

A. Check Digit System Over Z11

Example 5.1: The International Standard Book Number
code (ISBN) is over Z11, and uses the check equation:

10∑
i=1

i · xi ≡ 0 mod 11. (12)

This system detects all the errors of types 1)-5) with the
exception of the twin error at places (5, 6) as 5 + 6 = 11.

In [15, Example 18], a modification of the ISBN code is
proposed over Z11, which uses the following check equation:

5∑
i=1

i · xi +
10∑

j=6

(5 − j) · x j ≡ 0 mod 11. (13)

This system improves the ISBN code in the manner that it
detects all the errors of types 1)-5) without exceptions.

In our approach, we apply Theorem 4.6 for p = 11 and
k = 1. Note that over Z11, the primitive elements are 2, 6, 7, 8.
We use α ∈ {2, 6, 7, 8} in the following check equation:

10∑
i=1

αi · xi ≡ 0 mod 11. (14)
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TABLE I

THE FORMAT OF MEID

TABLE II

THE FORMAT OF ISAN

For instance, if we take α = 6, Equation (14) has coefficients
{αi mod 11, 1 ≤ i ≤ 10} = {6, 3, 7, 9, 10, 5, 8, 4, 2, 1}.
In particular, the MOD 11-2 system specified in ISO/IEC 7064
[22] can be considered as a special case of our system by
taking α = 2.

By Theorem 4.6, our system could detect not only the errors
of types 1)-5), but also more generalized errors of types 6)-7)
within detection radius Rc = 4. It is easy to check that
this holds also for the modification system defined by (13).
In fact, both systems are able to detect all the single
errors, all the t-jump transposition errors, and almost all the
t-jump twin errors with the only exception of the 4-jump twin
error. The reason is that in our system, α5 ≡ 10 mod 11
and thus αi + αi+5 = 11 · αi , for 1 ≤ i ≤ 5; whilst in
the modification system proposed in [15, Example 18], the
coefficients at places (i, i + 5) are i and −i, respectively,
which sum to 0. As a direct result, the 4-jump twin errors
remain undetected in both systems.

Moreover, our system outperforms the original ISBN code
and the modification system on detecting the phonetic errors
(· · · a0 · · · → · · · 1a · · · , where a ≥ 2). It only fails to detect
the phonetic errors as xi = 10 for 1 ≤ i ≤ 9. However, in
the ISBN code, number 10 is not used for xi , 1 ≤ i ≤ 9
at all. So we could say that our system is able to detect all
the possible phonetic errors occurred in ISBN; whilst both
the original ISBN code and the modification proposed in
[15, Example 18] fail to do so (one can refer [15, Example
17 & Example 18] for a detailed list of undetectable phonetic
errors for both systems).

B. Check Digit System Over Hexadecimal Numbers

Example 5.2: A Mobile Equipment IDentifier (MEID) [23]
is a globally unique 14-digit hexadecimal identification num-
ber for a physical piece of mobile station equipment. It is
composed mainly of two basic components, the manufacturer
code and the serial number, as shown in Table I.

For an MEID which contains at least one hexadecimal
digit in the RR digits, the check digit is calculated using
a slight modification of the Luhn formula, in the manner
that all arithmetic is performed in base 16. One can refer to
[24, Annex B] for the calculation. Note that the check digit is
not part of the MEID and is not transmitted when the MEID
is transmitted.

It is easy to check that MEID as a hexadecimal check digit
system, could not detect the following errors:

• t-jump transposition error: (F, 0) ↔ (0, F) at places
(i, i + t) for all odd t satisfying that 1 ≤ i ≤ 14,
i + t ≤ 14.

• t-jump twin error: (x, x) ↔ (x + 5, x + 5), where
3 ≤ x ≤ 7, at places (i, i + t) for all odd t satisfying
that 1 ≤ i ≤ 14, i + t ≤ 14.

Example 5.3: The International Standard Audiovisual
Number (ISAN) [25] is a numbering system that enables
the unique and persistent identification of any audiovisual
works. An ISAN consists of 16 hexadecimal digits, which
can be divided into two segments: root segment and
episode segment, as shown in Table II. An appended check
digit is calculated over the 16 ISAN digits according
to a MOD 37, 36 system specified in accordance with
ISO/IEC 7064 [22].

However, according to [22], the MOD 37, 36 system is
unable to detect all the errors of types 1)-5). In fact, it fails
to detect about 0.16% of error type 2), 2.8% of error types 3)
and 5), and 1.7% of error type 4).

So both MEID and ISAN, two widely used hexadecimal
check digit systems, fail to detect all the errors of types 1)-5).

Example 5.4: Following our approach as described in The-
orem 4.4, one can construct alternative systems for MEID and
ISAN as follows:

• Represent the hexadecimal numbers as elements of the
abelian group G = Z2 ⊕ Z2 ⊕ Z2 ⊕ Z2 as describled in
Section II-A.

• Find a 4 × 4 matrix P whose characteristic polynomial,
i.e. det(zI−P), is either z4 +z+1 or z4 +z3 +1 (both are
primitive polynomial of degree 4). For instance, we can
follow Section IV-C and choose the companion matrix of
z4 + z + 1, ⎛

⎜⎜⎝
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 1
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0

⎞
⎟⎟⎠

as an easy choice of such P.
• Apply the following check equation to calculate the check

digit an+1 from the n information digits a1, . . . , an:

n+1∑
i=1

ai · Pi = 0.

It is easy to see that the above system serves as an alternative
for MEID by letting n = 14, and an alternative for ISAN by
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letting n = 16. Comparing to both MEID and ISAN, our
system is capable of detecting all the errors of types 1)-5).
Beyond that, it is able to detect both the t-jump transposition
and t-jump twin errors within its detection radius Rc = 14.

In more detail, our system, as an alternative for MEID, is
capable of detecting all the possibles errors of types 1) and
6)-7); whilst as an alternative for ISAN, is capable of detecting
all the single errors, and almost all the possible jump errors of
types 6)-7) with the only exception of 14-jump transposition
and twin errors at places (1, 16) and (2, 17).

VI. PROOF OF LEMMA 3.3 AND LEMMA 3.6

In order to count the number of matrices over Fp which are
suitable for the check digit system proposed in Section III,
we use the method of cycle index for matrices over finite field
which is introduced by Kung [17] and extended by Stong [18].
First we recall the following lemma.

Lemma 6.1: [16] Let A be any set of monic irreducible
polynomials with coefficients in Fp. Let μk be the number of
k×k matrices over Fp whose characteristic polynomial factors
into powers of elements of A. Then

1 +
∞∑

k=1

μk

γk
uk =

∏
φ∈A

∞∏
r=1

(1 − udeg φ

pr deg φ
)−1. (15)

In Lemma 6.1, what is of interest is the coefficient of uk

for k ≥ 1. In the following proof, we assume that |u| < 1.
Let � be the full set of monic irreducible polynomials with

coefficient in Fp. We apply Lemma 6.1.
Taking A = �\{z} gives us all the invertible matrices over

Fp with μk = γk in Lemma 6.1. So

1 +
∞∑

k=1

uk =
∏

φ∈�\{z}

∞∏
r=1

(1 − udeg φ

pr deg φ
)−1. (16)

• If p ≡ 1 mod 4, taking A = �\{z, z − 1, z + 1, z − α,
z + α} gives us the set of matrices over Fp without any
of 0, 1,−1, α,−α as eigenvalues. Thus we have μk = ρk

in Lemma 6.1 and

1 +
∞∑

k=1

ρk

γk
uk

=
∏

φ∈�\{z,z−1,z+1,z−α,z+α}

∞∏
r=1

(1 − udeg φ

pr deg φ
)−1. (17)

In order to obtain the right side of the above equation,
we multiply the right side of (16) by

∞∏
r=1

(1 − u/pr )4

to take out the factors corresponding to the polynomials
z − 1, z + 1, z − α, z + α. So we have the statement of
Lemma 3.3:

1 +
∞∑

k=1

ρk

γk
uk = (1 +

∞∑
k=1

uk)

∞∏
r=1

(1 − u

pr )4

= 1

1 − u

∞∏
r=1

(1 − u

pr
)4,

where the last equation is due to the fact that (1−u)−1 =
1 + u + u2 + u3 + · · · for |u| < 1.

• If p ≡ 3 mod 4, z2 + 1 is irreducible over over Fp.
Taking A = �\{z, z − 1, z + 1, z2 + 1} gives us the set
of matrices over Fp without z, z − 1, z + 1, z2 + 1 in
their characteristic polynomial. Thus we have μk = υk

in Lemma 6.1 and

1 +
∞∑

k=1

υk

γk
uk =

∏
φ∈�\{z,z−1,z+1,z2+1}

∞∏
r=1

(1 − udeg φ

pr deg φ
)−1.

In order to obtain the right side of the above equation,
we multiply the right side of (16) by

∞∏
r=1

(1 − u/pr )2(1 − u2/p2r )

to take out the factors corresponding to the polynomials
z − 1, z + 1, z2 + 1. So we have the statement of
Lemma 3.6:

1 +
∞∑

k=1

υk

γk
uk = (1 +

∞∑
k=1

uk)

∞∏
r=1

(1 − u

pr
)2(1 − u2

p2r
)

= 1

1 − u

∞∏
r=1

(1 − u

pr
)2(1 − u2

p2r
),

where the last equation is due to the fact that (1−u)−1 =
1 + u + u2 + u3 + · · · for |u| < 1.

VII. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.4

In this section, we give the proof of Theorem 3.4 in detail
as follows.

First, we multiply (1 − u) to Eq. (8) and obtain

(1 − u) +
∞∑

k=1

ρk

γk
(1 − u)uk =

∞∏
r=1

(1 − u

pr
)4, |u| < 1.

Note that 0 ≤ ρk/γk ≤ 1 by definition. Consider the case
u 
= 0. For the series

∑∞
k=1

ρk
γk

|u|k, it is easy to see that for
any ε > 0, there exists N0 = �ln|u| (1 − |u|)ε� such that

N+m∑
k=N+1

ρk

γk
|u|k≤

N+m∑
k=N+1

|u|k <
|u|N+1

1 − |u| < ε

holds for any N > N0 and m ≥ 1. According to Cauchy’s cri-
terion for convergence, the series

∑∞
k=1

ρk
γk

|u|k is convergent.
Similarly, we can prove the same holds for

∑∞
k=1

ρk
γk

|u|k+1.

In other words, both
∑∞

k=1
ρk
γk

uk and
∑∞

k=1 −ρk
γk

uk+1 are
absolutely convergent. Note that absolute convergence implies
convergence. We have

∞∑
k=1

ρk

γk
(1 − u)uk (a)=

∞∑
k=1

ρk

γk
uk +

∞∑
k=1

−ρk

γk
uk+1

(b)=
∞∑

k=1

ρk

γk
uk +

∞∑
k=2

−ρk−1

γk−1
uk

(a)= ρ1

γ1
u +

∞∑
k=2

(
ρk

γk
− ρk−1

γk−1
)uk,
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where (a) is due to the fact that if two series
∑∞

k=1 ak and∑∞
k=1 bk are convergent, then the series

∑∞
k=1(ak + bk) is

convergent and
∑∞

k=1(ak + bk) = ∑∞
k=1 ak + ∑∞

k=1 bk; (b) is
due to the fact that

∑∞
k=1 −ρk

γk
uk+1 is absolutely convergent;

and any rearrangements of the terms in the absolute convergent
series will result in a new series that is converge to the same
limit. Based on above discussions, we have

1 − u + ρ1

γ1
u +

∞∑
k=2

(
ρk

γk
− ρk−1

γk−1
)uk =

∞∏
r=1

(1 − u

pr
)4.

Letting u go to 1, we obtain

lim
k→∞

ρk

γk
=

∞∏
r=1

(1 − 1

pr
)4.

We conclude the proof by the fact

lim
k→∞ γk/pk2 =

∞∏
r=1

(1 − 1/pr )

as in [26].

VIII. PROOF OF THEOREM 4.5

The achievability of Theorem 4.5 has been established in
the discussion in Section IV-B. In this section, we give the
proof of the converse part. To do that, we show for any P, the
detection radius R of the the system defined by (6) satisfies
R ≤ (pk − 1)/2 − 1 and therefore Rc ≤ (pk − 1)/2 − 1
holds.

Let f (z) be the characteristic polynomial of the matrix P.
Since P is nonsingular, we have f (0) = det(P) 
= 0. Denote
the order of f by ord( f ) = ord( f (z)), to be the least positive
integer e for which f (z) divides ze − 1. Without loss of
generality, we assume that f (z) is a monic polynomial. By the
definition of ord( f ), we have f (z) | zord( f ) − 1. Clearly the
detection radius R satisfies that R ≤ ord( f ) − 1.

As a polynomial of degree k over Fp, f (z) must belong to
one of the following three categories:

1) f (z) is irreducible, and in particular a primitive poly-
nomial. Then we have ord( f ) = pk − 1 by definition.
Following the discussion in Section IV-B, we have the
detection radius R = (pk −1)/2−1 for the system built
on such P.

2) f (z) is irreducible, but not a primitive polynomial. Then
according to [19, Corollary 3.4], we have ord( f ) |
pk − 1, but ord( f ) 
= pk − 1. In this case we have
ord( f ) ≤ (pk − 1)/2 for p as an odd prime. Thus we
have the detection radius R ≤ (pk − 1)/2 − 1.

3) f (z) is reducible such that f = f b1
1 f b2

2 · · · f bs
s , where

s ≥ 2, and { fi , 1 ≤ i ≤ s} are distinct monic irreducible
polynomials with di = deg( fi ) and

∑s
i=1 bi di = k.

• First consider the special case: bi = 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ s.
According to [19, Theorem 3.9], we have ord( f ) =
lcm(ord( f1), . . . , ord( fs)) with di = deg( fi )

and
∑s

i=1 di = k.

ord( f ) = lcm(ord( f1), . . . , ord( fs))

≤ lcm(pd1 − 1, . . . , pds − 1)

≤
∏s

i=1(pdi − 1)

gcd(pd1 − 1, . . . , pds − 1)

≤
∏s

i=1(pdi − 1)

p − 1

<
(p

∑s
i=1 di − 1)

p − 1

≤ (pk − 1)

2
.

As a direct result, we have in this case R < (pk−1)/
2 − 1.

• Let us look at the general case: there exists at least
some bi > 1, where 1 ≤ i ≤ s. According to
[19, Theorem 3.11], we have in this case
ord( f ) = pl · lcm(ord( f1), . . . , ord( fs)), where l
is the smallest integer with pl ≥ max(b1, . . . , bs).
(Note that the above special case is actually within
this general case as l = 0.) Since { fi , 1 ≤ i ≤ s} are
irreducible polynomials, we have ord( fi ) | pdi − 1.
Therefore,

ord( f ) = pl · lcm(ord( f1), . . . , ord( fs))

≤ pl · lcm(pd1 − 1, . . . , pds − 1)

≤ pl ·
∏s

i=1(pdi − 1)

gcd(pd1 − 1, . . . , pds − 1)

≤ pl ·
∏s

i=1(pdi − 1)

p − 1

< pl · (p
∑s

i=1 di − 1)

p − 1

≤ (pl+∑s
i=1 di − 1)

2
.

Recall that l is the smallest integer with pl ≥
max(b1, . . . , bs). Let bw = max(b1, . . . , bs). Then
l = �logp bw�. Considering that bw and dw are
positive integers, we easily have

l = �logp bw� ≤ bw − 1 ≤ (bw − 1)dw.

Therefore,

l +
s∑

i=1

di ≤ (bw − 1)dw +
s∑

i=1

di ≤
s∑

i=1

bi di = k.

This gives us ord( f ) < (pk − 1)/2 and thus
R < (pk − 1)/2 − 1.

Note that for any k × k matrix P over Fp, its characteristic
polynomial must belong to one of the three categories listed
above. We show in above discussions that R ≤ (pk −1)/2−1
always holds for p as an odd prime. As a conclusion, we have
Rc ≤ (pk − 1)/2 − 1 and thus complete the proof.
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IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we study a check digit system which is based
on the use of elementary abelian p-groups of order pk, for
k ≥ 1 and a prime p. The work is inspired by the check digit
system for hexadecimal numbers proposed in [1] which is able
to detect all the 1) single errors, 2) adjacent transpositions,
3) twin errors, 4) jump transpositions and 5) jump twin errors.

In our treatment, we interpret the check equation in terms of
matrix equation. In order to detect all the five error types which
are of most interest in the previous literature, we explore the
suitable matrices with desirable properties. We also determine
the number of such matrices for a given order k, and the
asymptotic probability of finding them as k tends to ∞.

Furthermore, we consider two categories of jump errors:
6) t-jump transpositions and 7) t-jump twin errors, which
include and further extend the double error types of
2)-5). In particular, a check digit system capable of detecting
all the single errors and these two kinds of double errors
with maximum detection radius Rc, is desirable due to its
improved performance on error detection capability. We show
that for p = 2, Rc = 2k − 2; and for an odd prime p,
Rc = (pk − 1)/2 − 2. Last but not least, using matrices
of a special kind, those whose characteristic polynomials are
primitive polynomials, we show how to construct check digit
systems that are desirable for being able to detect all the errors
of type 1) single errors, and of types 6) and 7) within the
longest detection radius.

Our approach is simple, constructive and easy to be adopted
in practice. Its realizations over Z11 and hexadecimal numbers
outperform the existing systems on detecting the most frequent
single and double errors occurring in the transmission by
human operation, and therefore serve as attractive alternatives
for ISBN code, MEID and ISAN. In general, our study focuses
on the check digit system with one check symbol over a special
class of group of order pk . Unfortunately, it does not cover
the decimal number system which is widely used and favored
in human operations. So far, the best known result for a check
digit system over a group of order 10 is built over the Dihedral
group D5 [3]. Nevertheless, the system is able to detect all the
errors of types 1)-2), but not all the errors of types 3)-5) or
further. So it still remains an open problem in this specific
case regarding the existence or design of a system which is
capable of detecting all the errors of types 1)-5). Another
interesting research direction to be considered is the maximum
error detection capability that can be achieved by one single
check symbol.
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